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ROBUST – multi-actor project, 11 Living Labs & 5 
thematic Communities of Practice

Overall goals:
1. Better understand 

interactions and 
dependencies between 
rural and urban areas

2. Promote governance 
arrangements and 
policies that foster 
mutually beneficial 
relations

17.6.2021
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Current situation - problems
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1 Either the rural-urban (r-u) dimension is not recognised when it would 
be relevant

2 Or it is governed with arrangements and/or policies that are biased 
towards the more resourceful part (urban areas), mostly unintendedly 

Important to identify the inter-connectedness
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Governance arrangements (GAs)
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GOVERNANCE = reallocation of authority upward, downward and 
sideways from the central state

It is about deciding together

Governance arrangements can be public-private-people, or any 
combination of these three (also public-public, people-people etc.)

In ROBUST we have experimented with existing and novel r-u GAs
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When are r-u governance arrangements likely to  appear?
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In practice, GAs seldom exist for r-u synergy as such- rather they contribute to it in several 
ways, while connected to a broader aim (3 types): 

- to plan and implement regional development or regional land use; R-U synergy 
is a significant part of the GA 

- to plan and implement rural development, R-U-synergy included as an essential 
part of it

- GA initiatives which primary focus is a larger phenomenon, with R-U synergy in the 
core (economy/environment; circularity)

GAs which focus on a particular topic, embedded in the R-U interaction (public 
procurement of food, food policy)

Initiatives of GAs for R-U synergy as such are few (require fairly established r and u actors 
& policy) 
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Key findings in terms of r-u GAs
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R-U synergy effectiveness of a GA depends on the scope of its purpose: does it exist for that purpose 
only, or rather for some other goal linked or including R-U synergy 

The public sector/local government role is crucial in most GAs; novel trends:
• Rural-urban public-private partnerships and governance arrangements (e.g., ecosystem service 

provision by farmers’ collectives funded by cities)
• City-region food strategies / policies (and food policy councils as governance arrangement)
• Inter-municipal collaboration between ‘urban’ and ‘rural’ municipalities (e.g., social services, mobility, 

spatial planning, employment)

An efficient GA can evolve both top-down or bottom-up. However, if top-down, more attention should 
be paid to balanced participation building. R-u inequalities are deeply entrenched.

In the most institutionalized cases, establishment of the GA has taken (tens of) years. Often context 
bound; the process itself is most interesting
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Issues and connections to policy
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Most of recognized r-u interaction takes place in urban-adjacent areas, they inform us about 
how to adopt an integrative view of the territory 

Multi-local living as an example of rural-urban dynamism and partnership at a distance. It is 
connected to digitalization and remote work, but also to increased mobilization in general –
in the light of increased mobility and floating population(s)

As to politics: a thin line between purely territorial integration policy and/or moving towards 
more sophisticated rural and urban synergy and policies 

Important: R-u dimension is not relevant in all urban or rural policy issues 
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Policy highlights

What can we build upon?
Civil society, enthusiastic people
Some formal and informal 
platforms for discussion
Anchor institutes (schools, health 
care) 

What should be developed?
Recognition of rural-urban 
interdependence/synergy as an issue
Genuine, balanced and equitable rural-urban 
collaboration and GAs
Operating over the borders/sectors
Leadership
Continuity
Context-dependent, place-based flexible 
arrangements
Room for experimenting with new innovations 
and partnerships

17.6.2021
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Thank you!


